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Borth Leri Loop



A pleasant, flat and simple-to-follow walk with exhilarating views over the Dyfi estuary

and the sea. From Borth station walk inland to St. Matthew’s church and from there to the

canalised river Leri, which runs parallel to the Borth coastline, 1 km inland. After walking

North for about 1 ½ km (just over a mile) along the top of the Leri embankment the route

then turns directly back to the sea. The final section returns South along the sea wall to

the station.

Find out more about the Dolau Dyfi Project at 

pontcymru.org/dolau-dyfi

This landscape has seen many changes since the end of the last ice age. The ground you will tread has

been ice, lagoon, peat bog, forest (evidenced by the submerged forest on Borth beach which you may see

at low tide). The present situation is that Borth is under threat from sea level rise due to climate change.

The river Leri was canalised in the nineteenth century as part of land reclamation for farming; today this

has been reversed in a large part of this area to allow the peat bog to be restored and managed for

conservation.

Walk Details
Length:  Approximately 2 ½ miles / 4

km

Time: Between 1 and 1 ½ hours – with

plenty of time to enjoy.

Terrain: Mostly track (tarmac, stony,

grassy) with some slightly rougher

terrain.

Views: Fantastic views of the Dyfi

estuary from the hill. 

Grade: Gentle / moderate

Suitable for dog walkers

Signage: mostly good.  Use the instructions and the sketch map. Unfortunately this walk overlaps

two O.S. maps: Outdoor Leisure 23 (Cadair Idris and Llyn Tegid) and  O.L. 213 (Aberystwyth and Cwm

Rheidol).

Facilities/ attractions in Borth: Borth is a large village with several shops, pubs and eating places,

public toilets, a youth hostel, and caravan park. The beach is partly sandy and people go in the sea

here. Before coronavirus there were times when the South end of the beach was patrolled by

lifeguards. At low tide you can see the submerged forest; stumps of long dead trees.
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The start and finish of this walk is Borth train station. Grid reference SN609901. You can also get to Borth

by bus (X512 from Aberystwyth ) or car. There is plenty of parking along the seaward side of the road. The

walk is described in the anticlockwise direction but could equally be done clockwise.



Find out more about the Dolau Dyfi Project at 

pontcymru.org/dolau-dyfi
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Find out more about the Dolau Dyfi Project at 

pontcymru.org/dolau-dyfi

From the station walk towards the sea. When you reach the main road through Borth turn left

(South) and then after less than 100m left again back inland at the yellow house. There is a sign for

the church here. 

The road takes you 50m back towards the

railway, around to the right for a short

distance and then crosses the railway

line.

There are gates and the line is straight

so you can easily see if a train is coming.
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SECTION 1 – Borth station to Borth church

Section 2a– Borth Church to start of Leri Embankment section across fields
(This choice makes the walk more out in the countryside)

Turn left at the church. Go past the pet graveyard

and follow the grassy path that curves round the bottom

of the hill. This is well marked.

Look out for the Uppingham School slate benches and the

bleached dying elder tree.

You will cross a ditch by a small double gated bridge and

after about ½ km from the church reach the Leri

embankment meeting the alternative path 2b

DON’T LET CHILDREN RUN ON AHEAD HERE

From St. Matthew’s church there is a choice of route: 

Section 2a describes the shorter route across a few

fields and section 2b describes a route that is

approximately ½ km longer and takes you by Borth

Community Gardens and the back of the zoo (where

you can see wallabies, wolves, ostriches etc. between

the bars of the fence.

2A 2B

1

2 3



Find out more about the Dolau Dyfi Project at 

pontcymru.org/dolau-dyfi

The route passes the community gardens. This is a special, eccentric, well–loved place. People usually   don’t

mind visitors dropping in to have a look. The cabin is worth a look inside as well.
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Section 2b – Borth church to the Leri embankment via the back of the Community Gardens and the zoo

Turn left (North) here onto the river Leri embankment.

At the church turn right and go South along a very quiet road .

Follow the quiet road round to the back of the zoo

Alternative route 2b 

meets here

Follow footpath signs and the signs round to the zoo

entrance (this route is slightly different to the right of

way marked on the O.S. map at present).  

About ½ km from the church you meet the small road

which is the vehicle access to the zoo. Turn left. Follow

the road along to the zoo entrance. You can see the

animals through the fences.



Find out more about the Dolau Dyfi Project at 

pontcymru.org/dolau-dyfi
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When you see the entrance to the zoo on your left turn right following the sign to ‘Lions’ and the

overflow car park. The track follows the left bank of the river. You will see zoo animals on your left,

including lions. The track then passes a caravan site. You will see the Wales Coast Path meet the

track from the right after it has crossed the Leri by the bridge.

Section 3 – North along the Leri embankment

This 1 ½ km (1 mile) section is flat and grassy

underfoot. There is something enchanting

about this section, raised up on the

embankment surrounded by an expanse of

peat bog and wet pasture and reeds whispering

in the wind on either side. Listen out for reed

warblers and grasshopper warblers.

You can see across to Borth on the left,

Taliesin on the right and the Dyfi estuary

ahead.

Shortly after going through another gate turn left (West) back to the sea. There is a footpath sign.

When the vehicle tracks swings to

the left (towards the sewerage

plant) keep going straight on

North beside the river – this is

well signed. 

After less than 100m you will meet

the path that comes more directly

from the church (section 2a). From

here you can see the next section

of the route straight ahead

through the gate.

Alternative route 2a

meets here



Find out more about the Dolau Dyfi Project at 

pontcymru.org/dolau-dyfi
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Section 4 – leave Leri embankment and head West back to the sea

It is about 1 km West back to the road along a mostly grassy track.

The path crosses the railway as it

nears the road. There are gates and the

line is straight so you can easily see if

a train is coming.  

Section 5 – Back to Borth station on the sea wall

Cross the road and follow the path up onto the sea wall. There is a wide flat path to follow right back to the station,

stony at first and then tarmac. 

   

If it is low tide you will probably see the ancient tree stumps down near the sea. The piles of rocks on the beach are

part of the fairly recent sea defences.

DON’T LET CHILDREN RUN ON AHEAD HERE

150m after crossing the railway the

track meets the road to Borth. 

not gated
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